
RingLock® is small, robust and convenient.  It is a round pot that withstands blast freezing 
and hot filling. RingLock® is ideal for foodstuff of all kinds packaged in small quantities.  

Sleek and nifty 
Sometimes less is more - or exactly what 
you need. When you sell food products 
in small quantities – be it dips, spices, ice 
cream, dairy products or anything else - 
RingLock® is likely to be the right packaging 
solution for you. The range comes in ten 
sizes from 120 ml to 520 ml with a diameter 
of either Ø69 or Ø92. 

Decorate the pot as you like with In-Mould 
Labelling. Use the lid and body to attract 
the consumers’ attention to your product 
when on display at the retailer’s shelf. 
Even a small surface leaves plenty of room 
for a creative, strong and catchy brand 
presentation and decoration. In-Mould 
Labelling gives you the best options for 
high quality visual communication. 

Peace of mind with  
tamper evidence

The snap-on lid makes it easy to open and 
re-close the RingLock® pot. Consumers 
will feel reassured about product safety 
through the tamper evidence feature which 
is standard for all sizes. RingLock® is a 
practical pot for household use of any kind: 
it is safe to use in the microwave oven, the 
dishwasher and the freezer.

Great at the filling line 
and on the road 

RingLock® not only 
withstands hot filling up 
to 95°C but also blast 
freezing. The pot is liquid 
tight and thereby there 
is no need for membrane 
seals. One lid fits several 
volumes and a protective 
collar ensures that the lid 
remains in place during 
transport. The range is 
designed to come without 
handles and it is a mono-
material solution so 
recycling is easy. 

Looking for  
something bigger?  
Or rectangular? 

If you are looking for sizes 
a bit larger and would 
like your packaging to be 
with handles or to have 
a rectangular shape, you 
may want to take a look at 
our RingSafe® line which 
belongs to the same family 
as RingLock®.

Key Benefits 
 Liquid tight 

 Withstands hot filling up to 95°C

 Withstands blast freezing

 High consumer appeal

 Handy sizes

 Easy-to-open, snap-on lid

 Same lid fits several volumes

 Tamper evidence 

 Catchy looks with  
In-Mould Labelling 
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Subject to typographic errors and changes in production and product programme

Please consult the technical data sheet of the specific product 
sizes for detailed information

Lids Optional
Volume 

under lid (ml)
Dim.
(mm) Base Snap-on Decoration TE Strainer

RingLock® Round
120 Ø69 391 2900 IML Yes -
160 Ø69 392 2900 IML Yes -
210 Ø92 317 302/309 IML Yes -
240 Ø92 318 302/309 IML Yes -
280 Ø92 324 302/309 IML Yes -
315 Ø92 347 302/309 IML Yes -
373 Ø92 325 302/309 IML Yes 557
520 Ø92 338 302/309 IML Yes -

IML = In-Mould Labelling         TE = Tamper Evidence

RingLock®




